“Inner” Bunny Loop
So called (by me anyway) because it utilises a bridle path on the Bradmore side of Bunny, this walk is
about 6km (just under 4 miles) and pretty flat. The photos are taken in Winter when the paths can
be muddy – so wellies or boots. There are no real hazards but the wooden bridges can be slippery
when wet (particularly in wellies) so car needed to cross them.
Start at the bottom of Main Street here

Take the bridle way down the slope (can be a bit slippery when muddy and because of the hard core
used in making the path there may be some broken glass about). Follow down for about 500m until
you get to Syd’s bench.

Go straight on here (ignoring the path to your right). Carry on in the direction of Bunny (you can see
the village in front of you). The gate you pass on the left is not a footpath and leads onto a private
farm track.
After about 1km the path has a short (20m?) kink to the right before resuming its course for 150m to
here.

At the bridle way sign turn right (if you get to the house you have gone too far). The bridle continues
with a ditch on your left, past a farm with dressage ring and then fields for about 1km until you get
to the bridge marked by yellow posts

Cross the bridge and you will see yellow post about 50m away.

Turn right here and follow the path to anther yellow post (200m?)

Again go right following the farm track to another bridge (400m or so) (see photo on next page).
Cross the bridge and immediately go right at the yellow post.

Walk alongside the stream for 200m or so to yet another yellow post. This time you are turning left.

This part can be very muddy in winter as the picture shows. As soon as you’ve turned look up and
see the first trees

Just after those trees you will be turning right across a wooden plank (no handles and can be bit
slippery) crossing of a ditch and leaving the farm track.

From the crossing the path continues diagonally across the fields to another bridge

The fields were down to grass at the time of taking the photos, this is not always the case and crops
of wheat, rape, beet and potatoes have all been known here so be careful to stick to the path.
Although not clear in the pictures you can see the yellow posts ahead giving you the direction.

After the first field cross the bridge.

A diagonally across the next field.

At the next yellow post turn right back onto a bridle way.

And continue on 500m or so keeping the hedge on your right.

You will come to another yellow post

Going straight on here would take you back to Syd’s bench (see photo 2), but to avoid any re-tracing
of steps I suggest a left turn here and up the line of trees for a couple of hundred metres.
When you will come to another yellow post now turn right across the large field to the right of two
trees. The field is sometimes used for grazing sheep in which case the dogs would require leashing
(in fact I would have gone straight on to Syd’s bench (see previous photo) to keep sheep and dogs
well apart had the sheep been there).

At the far side of the field is a gate.

The field beyond here usually contains a number of beautiful but lively horse who have been known
to escape. Please shut all gates therefore (the one doesn’t fully latch but push it closed as well as
you can.
Through the field there will be electric fences to control the horses’ grazing so use and close the
“gates” in the fence. Through the field you will see a muddy gate on your left (not the one straight
on – see picture over the page)

Turn left here and up the hill. Towards the houses and through a gate at the end

You are now on Littlemoor Lane – a private road in the village. Continue to the end and turn right
(ignoring the various footpath signs) and you are now back at the bottom of Main Street where the
walk began.

